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The visual display of quantitative information (to use Edward Tufte’s wonderful term) is a
diverse field or set of fields, and its practitioners have different goals. The goals of software
designers, applied statisticians, biologists, graphic designers, and journalists (to list just a few
of the important creators of data graphics) often overlap—but not completely. One of our
aims in writing our article was to emphasize the diversity of graphical goals, as it seems to us
that even experts tend to consider one aspect of a graph and not others.
Our main practical suggestion was that, in the internet age, we should not have to choose
between attractive graphs and informational graphs: it should be possible to display both, via
interactive displays. But to follow this suggestion, one must first accept that not every
beautiful graph is informative, and not every informative graph is beautiful.
Our favorite example along those lines is the Crimean War data, displayed first in an exciting
and innovative form by Florence Nightingale as an attractive graphic that still inspires
modern designers, and then replotted in a boring but transparent (or perhaps we should say,
transparent but boring) pair of graphs in Figure 16 of our paper. Our display is not better or
worse than Nightingale’s; it is different. The displays serve different purposes. Our graphs
are better for revealing trends and comparisons in the data; hers is better for attracting
interest in the underlying story.
As we and several discussants wrote, it would indeed be better if designers and statisticians
could collaborate (in this case, by drawing the Nightingale-style graph in a way that did not
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obscure the real patterns in the data, or by adapting our time series plots to be more lively, or
maybe by some different, outside-the-box solution)—but, in the meantime, we are happy to
have Nightingale’s graph on the front page and ours on the click-through. But the data
graphics communities will only get to that point if we recognize the inherent contradictions
between the multiple goals involved in graphical communication.
Yes, it can sometimes be possible for a graph to be both beautiful and informative, as in
Minard’s famous Napoleon-in-Russia map, or more recently the Baby Name Wizard, which
we featured in our article. But such synergy is not always possible, and we believe that an
approach to data graphics that focuses on celebrating such wonderful examples can mislead
people by obscuring the tradeoffs between the goals of visual appeal to outsiders and
statistical communication to experts.
Several discussants pointed out a crucial mistake in our paper, which was our depiction of a
tension between graphics design on one side, and statistics on the other. At noted above, we
do see a tension between the goal of statistical communication and the more general goal of
communicating the qualitative sense of a dataset. But graphic design is not on one side or
another of this divide. Rather, design is involved at all stages, especially when several
graphics are combined to contribute to the overall picture, something we would like to see
more of. If statistical graphs (even our own!) often show uninspired design, much of this is
our fault in that we have not reached out to the design community.
Response to specific points
We particularly appreciate the comments by Robert Kosara and Stephen Few, as they are coming
from different places than we are but have similar views as ours about the value of informative
and elegant graphical display. They point out some mistakes we have made, arising from our
imperfect knowledge of the broad graphics community that exists outside the field of statistics.
Kosara emphasizes that the many of the examples that we discuss would not “be considered
information visualizations by anybody in the field.” Yau's choices were one person's subjective
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and perhaps idiosyncratic view. We used his provocative selection as a starting point to develop
ideas about an area that interests us in our role as practicing statisticians.
Since then there have been more formal selections of visualizations and it is interesting to see
whether those confirm or refute the ideas we put forward in our paper. If you look at the
prizewinners of two more recent, more official competitions, you can see that many of our points
are still highly relevant. We refer to the Data Journalism awards from May 2012
(datajournalismawards.org), where, of course, the prizes are awarded primarily for the
journalism, not for the visualizations, but the visualizations play a major role in the
presentations. The topics are important, the data gathering is impressive, and the projects look
worthy winners. However, while the graphics may look good, they generally present individual
cases rather than statistical information. The results of the second competition, the Information
is Beautiful Awards (www.informationisbeautifulawards.com), include some elegant graphics,
though whether they should be considered as data visualizations under Kosara’s criteria is
another matter.
Sad to say, Kosara may be right when he comments, “it seems that statistical graphics is
much more centered on the statistical properties first, with the visual appearance and ability
to see patterns more of a side product.” And he is right to be critical of that attitude. But
researchers and practitioners in statistical graphics have long been moving away from that
outmoded approach. Hence when he defines the division between infovis and statistical
graphics as “do I want to quickly dig into my data or do I care about precise statistical
properties,” this seems to us an inaccurate and divisive distinction. From Tukey and
Cleveland in the 1970s and 1980s to researchers today, statisticians who do graphs are not
generally focused on “precise statistical properties” but rather have the goal “to create images
that communicate the data in a way that makes it possible for the human visual system to
recognize patterns, including correlation, clusters, and randomness” (in Kosara’s words). If
nothing else, we hope this discussion is useful in conveying to Kosara and others that
statistical graphics is indeed about exploration, as well as pointing to us and other
statisticians the many aspects of information visualization of which we had been unaware.
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Kosara picks out three recent papers in InfoVis, presumably as praiseworthy examples from
the field. The first one on how well people can assess correlation coefficients from graphical
displays seems a poor choice to us. Correlation coefficients are notoriously unsatisfactory
summaries of the information in a scatterplot, they only measure linear association and they
miss all the other features that might be present. Estimating correlation coefficients from
parallel coordinate plots is even worse. The strength of parallel coordinate plots lies in their
multivariate capabilities. Thus, this discussion reveals the potential value in collaboration
between graphics researchers (who are skilled at measuring and understanding human
perception) and statisticians (who have a sense of effective data summaries).
Kosara writes “This makes InfoVis a very human-centered field, which cares first and
foremost about being easy to understand and informative." This is a worthy aim and we
recommend it to statisticians and to all scientists. Having an aim and attaining it are quite
different matters. At the end of his comments on our paper, Kosara recommends where we
can find “the Real InfoVis”. We looked at the five articles in the latest issue of the
Information Visualization Journal (issue of October 2012). The gratuitous 3-d piecharts in
one article and the old-fashioned barchart with error bars in another caught our attention,
while none of what we presume might be examples of good information visualisation seemed
both very easy to understand and informative. (Mind you, we shudder to think what Kosara
might be able to unearth in the latest issues of statistics journals.) We also took a look at
Kosara’s splendid blog, eagereyes. One entry is called “The Fascinating World of (Good)
Infographics.” The parentheses are well chosen; take a look for yourselves.
Stephen Few writes that statisticians can do a lot more graphic design on their own without
the collaboration of professionals, that “what you need to present data effectively is easy to
learn given the right resources and a little practice.” This message is appealing but we fear
that Few is selling his own expertise short! We agree with all his principle of informative
display, yet something is lacking in the graphs we make. They’re clean but a bit too drab.
Individually, many of the graphs in Gelman’s Red State Blue State are appealing and have
been influential among observers of American politics; but in aggregate we believe the
hundred or so graphs in that book could have benefited from collaboration with a
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professional designer. We agree with Few that every statistician should have the skills to
make clean graphs but, as statistical educators, we are sorry to report that these skills are not
so easy to learn—or, more to the point, that many intelligent and capable statisticians,
economists, political scientists, etc. do not yet seem motivated to do so. We hope this will
change.
Few lists five errors we have made. The first one, equating information visualization with
infographics, is the most serious and we will not make it again in a hurry. The fourth seems
minor by comparison. We claim that, paradoxically, difficult-to-follow graphics can be
appealing because the effort put into the reader to follow the graph represents a commitment
to the topic being displayed. Few disputes our claim. Our view may be counterintuitive, but
there is research supporting what we wrote (Hullmann et al., 2011), and although we are
skeptical of the possible importance of this factor, it should not be ignored.
Few’s redrawing of the Nightingale displays is informative and definitely better in terms of
color and other layout features than ours. Unfortunately he appears to have read the
mortality rates as absolute figures. We see no advantage in adding a fourth line to the top
graph and his second graph compares periods where the mortality rates were dramatically
different, which could result in misleading conclusions being drawn. We prefer our own
second graphic, which provides additional information not available in either of Few’s
graphics. Again, this back-and-forth indicates the potential benefit of direct collaboration
between statisticians and designers.
Unsurprisingly, statisticians Hadley Wickham and Paul Murrell offer comments that are
more closely in agreement with our article, recognizing our goal of “visualizations that both
illuminate the unknown and unexpected, while also helping to engage interest and effect
change.” In his historical review, Wickham demonstrates that this is not a new concern, even
though it has become more visible given the increasing number of graphs in the media.
(Incidentally, for those wishing to track down the original Bertillon text quoted in translation
by Wickham, it is useful to know that it appears in the 1903 edition of the Bulletin, p. 313318.) In reading Wickham’s stories, we were reminded of own experiences in the era that
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preceded widespread availability of computers, when we drew data on graph paper using
pencils and colored pens. Graphs were much more difficult to make, but we always had a
sense of every point we were plotting.
But we are puzzled by one of Wickham’s remarks, when he writes that we “seem a little
confused between design and decoration: designers do more than put lipstick on a pig.” We
never wrote that design is decoration, nor did we refer to graphs that we did not like as pigs.
On the contrary, we emphasized that there is much in infographics (which we unfortunately
mislabeled as information visualization) that we value. As noted in the title of this rejoinder,
all creators of graphics face tradeoffs and multiple goals, and it would be foolish for
statisticians to place the goals of clarity and statistical discovery above the goals of creating a
visually appealing display. We would like our displays to communicate, to be intuitive and
visually appealing, to clearly display statistical patterns, to have the potential to reveal the
unexpected, and to be faithful to the data. In some cases with much effort it is possible to
satisfy several of these goals at once, but they are different goals. We should respect
successes in each of these dimensions and work on dynamic displays that allow multiple
views of quantitative information from different perspectives.
Murrell writes, “The main points of Gelman and Unwin’s discussion article are
uncontroversial. Yes, statistical graphics and infographics have different goals.” If only it
were true that there is universal acceptance of different, often competing goals! But we are
not so sure. Our impression is that practitioners—statisticians and non-statisticians alike—
have the habit of celebrating or criticizing particular graphs without considering the tradeoffs.
A case in point is statistician/designer Nathan Yau’s presentation of his nominees for 5 best
data visualizations of the year, where there was lots of praise but no consideration of the
tradeoffs, what had to be given up in clarity to achieve the striking visual effects. We
certainly would not claim that our article is perfect, but we did try to move the ball forward
by exploring the strength and weaknesses of most of the displays under discussion.
We very much enjoyed the witty way in which Murrell expressed his points and we are
obviously in close agreement, though there are differences. We would like to see statisticians
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being encouraged to combine several graphics together, not to think only in terms of single
graphics, and we would like to emphasize the importance of goals, content, and context.
Both in his list of seven basic principles and in his describing the tools available in R for
controlling details of graphics, Murrell writes solely of technical features. He may well
assume that statisticians don’t have to be reminded that the goals, content and context of their
data should be kept in mind when preparing graphics. Is that a safe assumption?
Murrell asks for some simple guidelines to help statisticians avoid the worst design errors.
Few’s contribution to this discussion (and naturally his other writings) would make an
excellent starting point.
We would like to thank all the discussants for engaging in the discussion so positively and
constructively and we hope this is a example of the better communication we all seek among
different graph makers, as this was one of our goals in inviting this discussion.
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